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' Dear Sir:

, 'TVA'- BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT (BFN) UNIT 2 - DOCKET NO.'50-260 - FACILITY' OPERATING LICENSE DPR-52 - REPORTABLE OCCURRENCE REPORT BFRO-50-260/89022

'Th'e enclosed. report provides. details concerning the technical specification"

violation due to loss of two trains of Standby Gas. Treatment System. This report

'is submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73 (a)(2)(i).
' AVery truly yours,-

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

-

. . . .
. R. Byn
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'% 'Vice President-,
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On July 21, 1989, at 1345 hours it was discovered that the humidity control
heater indicating lights for Standby Gas Treatment trains A and B were
extinguished. Investigation revealed the breakers for the relative humidity
control heaters were in the tripped position. The breakers were reset and SBGT
trains A and B were declared inoperable. This event was a violaticn of technical
specifications which requires a minimun of two trains of SBGT operable when
secondary containment integrity is required, and is being reported under 10CFR
50.73 (a)(2)(i).

-Maintenance requests (MRs) were issued against each breaker. After performing
the maintenance on each breaker, the breakers were reinstalled in the Motor
Control Center. After placing SBGT back into service, the "A" train humidity
control heater breaker tripped again. This breaker was then replaced and the
Motor Control Center (MCC) compartment doors were removed in order to provide
more air circulation through the breaker compartments. A ventilation flow test
of the diesel auxiliary board room vbich houses the MCCs was performed. Further
corrective action will be to continue to investigate the circuit breaker tripping
problem and provide a supplemental report,
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Description of Event

On-July 21, 1989, at 1345 hours it was discovered that the humidity control
heater indicating lights for Standby Gas Treatment (SBGT) trains "A" and "B"
(EIIS-Code Bh) were extinguished. Upon investigation, the breakers on the 480
volt diesel auxiliary boards A and B (EIIS Code ED) for each respective heater
were found in the tripped position. At 1350 hours the breakers were reset and
SBGT trains A and B were declared inoperable. At 1530 hours, Surveillance
Instruction " Standby Gas Train Operability", was performed on SBGT "C" train to
ensure its operability.

With only the "C" train of SBGT operable, refuel floor activities were stopped.
No operations over the spent fuel pool or over the reactor vessel cavity were
conducted. This event was a violation of technical specifications which allows
two of three trains of SBGT to be operable for up to seven days when secondary
containment integrity is required and is being reported under 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(1).

During this event unit 2 was in cold shutdown with irradiated fuel in the vessel
and the fuel pool gates removed. Units 1 and 3 were defueled.

Analysis of Even1

SBGT is designed to provide s. controlled, filtered, and elevated release path
from secondary containment. The relative humidity control heaters are designed
to reduce the moisture content of the air being drawn from secondary containment
so that charcoal absorbers will function properly following a loss of coolant
accidents. With all three units shutdown a steam atmosphere in secondary
containment is not likely. Therefore, SBGT could have performed its required
function under the existing plant conditions.

Both A and B' trains of SBGT have the identical type of circuit breakers feeding
their humidity control heaters. When Operations discovered the breakers for the
humidity control heaters in the tripped position they could not determine why the
breakers had tripped. There were no maintenance or modifications activities
ongoing at the time the breakers were discovered tripped. The measured load with
the humidity control heaters operating on esch circuit breaker was 63 amperes.
This 63 ampere load is 70 percent of the circuit breaker rating. Since they
could not determine a reason for the trip Operations declared A train and B train
of SBGT inoperable. 'C" train of SBGT was operable during this event.

MRs were issued to investigate and repair the breakers as necessary. Both
breakers were removed from the Motor Control Center (MCC) and were found to be
acceptable when tested. They were therefore reinstalled in their respective
compartments. A second trip occurred on the A train relative humidity control
heater breaker after operatiens returned the SBGT system to service. The "B"

train breaker did not trip. A new MR was issued against the A train relative
humidity heater breaker. No problems could be found with this breaker when it
was retested.

"'8' *I 6 *
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Analysis of Event (continued)

~ Following the second trip of "A" train SBGT humidity control heater, temperature
and current monitoring equipment was connected to both the A and B train

' breakers. After two days of monitoring with no circuit breaker trips the MCC
doors were closed to simulate actual operating conditions. Approximately 35
minutes after the A train MCC door was closed the A train humidity control heater
circuit breaker tripped. The temperature inside the MCC was approximately 126
degrees, fahrenheit (F) and there was no fluctuation in load amperage. The B
train humidity control heater breaker did not trip. The circuit breaker
characteristic curve was examined and interpolated for a worse case of 144
degrees F, and it was determined that high temperature should not have caused the
breaker to trip and the breaker should not have been tripping. The A train
breaker was then replaced.

,

( Electrical maintenance removed the A and B train humidity control heater circuit
breaker compartment doors to allow for more air circulation through the
compartment. With the doors renoved the temperature around the circuit breakers
has not exceeded 110 degrees F and no more trips have occurred,

pause of the Event

The root cause of the event has not been determined. Two areas of concern have
been identified and are being evaluated to determine the overall cause of the

event. One of the concerns is circuit breaker thermal degradation over a period
of time and the other concern is lack of adequate ventilation creating hot spots
in the circuit breaker compartments luring warm weather months.

I Further testing of the circuit breaker and evaluation of the existing ventilation
in the unit 1/2 diesel auxiliary board rooms will be necessary. |

Corrective Action

The immediate corrective action was to reset the breakers for each SBGT humidity
,

control heater. Because there was no apparent cause for the breakers to trip A
train and B train SBGT was declared inoperable and an operability check was made
on C train SBGT. For each breaker involved in the event a maintenance request
(MR) was issued to trouble shoot and repair. Under these MRs the breakers were
removed from the breaker compartment and tested. The breakers tested
satisfactory and were then returned to the compartment. After the breakers were
placed back in each compartment surveillance instruction " Standby Gas Train
Operability" was performed on the A train and B train of SBGT. After meeting the
SI requirements, the SBGT system was placed back into service and three hoars
later the "A" train SBGT humidity control heater tripped.

.
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Egryective Action (continued)
|-

| Following the second trip of the A train breaker, another MR was issued to
| investigate the A train breaker. After the breaker was verified to be within

tolerance, it was again returned to the MCC compartment. Electrical Maintenance
connected current and temperature monitoring equipment to both the A train and B
train loads to monitor conditions. After monitoring the parameters for two days
the compartment doors were closed to simulate actual plant conditions.
Approximately 35 minutes after the door on the A train compartment door was
closed the respective breaker tripped. The temperature inside the motor control ;

center (MCC) compartment was approximately 126 degrees F and there was no
'

fluctuation in the load amperage. The A train breaker was then replaced.

A flow test was conducted on the A and B diesel auxiliary board rocms to
determine the adequacy of the present air flow rates.

Electrical maintenance removed both the A and B train humidity control heater ;

circuit breaker compartment doors for more air circulation through the I

compartment. With these doors removed the temperature around the circuit
breakers has not exceeded 110 degrees F and no trips have occurred. System
engineering will evaluate the present ventilation conditions in the diesel ;

l auxiliary board rooms for adequacy. Electrical Technical will continue to j

investigate the cause of this circuit breaker tripping problem.

Previous Similar Events i

.

|
|

None.

Commitments

The cause of the circuit breaker trfpping problem will continue to be
investigated. A supplemental report will be provided by November 30, 1989.
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